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Abstract: Legged robots can avoid an obstacle by crawling-over or striding, according to the obstacle’s nature and the current

state of the robot. Thus, it can be observed that the mobility efficiency to reach a destination is improved by such action.

Moreover, if robots have many legs like 4-legged or 6-legged types, then the robot movement range is affected by the order of

swing leg. In this paper, the avoidance action of a quadruped robot is generated by a neural network (NN) whose inputs are

information on the position of the destination, the obstacle configuration and the robot’s self-state. To realize a free gait in

static walking, the order of swing leg is determined using an another NN whose inputs are the amount of movements and the

robot’s self-state. The design parameter of the latter NN is adjusted by using genetic algorithm (GA).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although legged mobile robots are inferior to wheeled or

crawler types in mobility efficiency on the flat ground, they

demonstrate high motion performance and adaptation capa-

bility to the ground by utilizing their high degrees of freedom

(DOF). Since such robots choose stable leg-placement, stable

movements can be performed on irregular terrains [1]. More-

over, they demonstrate some unique functionalities, e.g., the

scaffold of a stable activity at the time of rest can be for-

mulated from taking the posture of legs which are hard to

topple [2].

However, it is very difficult to decide robot gait due to its

high DOF. When the legs of the robot are simply controlled

by a fixed command, adaptation capability to the terrain

is remarkably restricted and sometimes it is impossible to

maintain a stable walk. Moreover, when a leg is unable to be

placed properly optimum leg placement must be efficiently

found from among other candidates.

Therefore, it needs for a legged mobile robot to sequentially

decide the progression of legs. For that purpose, the robot

predictively perceives and recognizes geographical features

of the terrain, and it consequently gets over any obstacle by

using adaptation ability acquired in advance. From this fact,

legged robots are not necessary to avoid all the obstacles by

altering their path, unlike wheeled or crawler types. Because,

they can avoid an obstacle by crawling-over or striding, ac-

cording to the obstacle’s nature and the current state of the

robot. Thus, it can be found that the mobility efficiency to

reach a destination is improved by such action. Moreover,

when robots have many legs like 4-legged or 6-legged types,

the movement range is affected by the order of swing leg.

This paper examines on the order of swing leg in obstacle

avoidance of quadruped robots. Such robots have two walks:

one is static to retain static stability, keeping the center of

gravity (COG) of the robot in the polygon constructed by the

supporting legs and the other is dynamic, retaining dynamic

stability, which is statically unstable. Both have merits: in

static walk, the robot walks on irregular terrain, but dynami-

cally the robot efficiently minimizes energy consumption and

walking speed [3].

In this research, since obstacle avoidance is taken into con-

sideration, the static walk is adopted as a basic walk and the

order of swing leg is determined. A free gain planning in the

static walk is already formulated as a conditional optimiza-

tion problem and the solution method by the Monte Carlo

method is proposed by Nakamura et al. [4]. However, as-

sumed environment specializes the result obtained from this

method; it has no flexibility to the outside of search environ-

ment.

Dimensions of the obstacle and the current state of the robot

can be perceived accurately, because of the presence of force

sensors, ultrasonic sensors and potentiometers on the present

quadruped robot. A simulator is built on the basis of the

actual robot’s structure and the order of swing leg in the

obstacle avoidance is acquired from the simulator. Robot

actions, i.e., the amount of forward and sideway movements

and the turning angle, are determined by a neural network

(NN), considering the position of the destination, the robot

leg, and obstacle dimensions [5]. Furthermore, the order of

swing leg is determined from the amount of movements and

the robot’s self-state. The static walk of the quadruped robot

has 24 kinds of the order of swing leg. Since the static walk

always needs to set the COG of the robot in the polygon con-

structed by the supporting legs, the amount of movements

of the body is different, depending on the order of swing leg.

Therefore, the order of swing leg is determined by an another

NN. The NN design parameters are optimized by a genetic

algorithm (GA) so that the movement of the robot’s body

may be a minimum and the stability condition of the static

walk should be satisfied.

2. QUADRUPED ROBOT
Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus. TITAN-VIII [6]

(Fig. 2) is the quadruped robot. TITAN-VIII has four legs,
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Fig. 1. Robot control system

Fig. 2. TITAN-VIII

one with three DOF, and each joint has a potentiometer.

Force sensing resistors (Interlink Electronics, FSR Part #

402) are used on the leg sole to measure force exerted on

each leg. Ultrasonic sensors (NiceRa, T/R40-16) are used

on the forelegs to detect an obstacle; each foreleg has three

ultrasonic sensors.

Potentiometer measurement and force sensing resistor are

transferred to a personal computer through a robot inter-

face board (Fujitsu, RIF-01) and an A/D converter board

(Interface Corporation, PCI-3133). The ultrasonic sensor

measures the time difference between emittance and recep-

tion of ultrasonic waves, which is reflected on an obstacle by

universal pulse processor (UPP), part of RIF-01. The com-

puter sends joint angle commands to a motor driver (Okazaki

Sangyo Co. Ltd., Titech Motor Driver) on the robot through

the robot interface board. Since sensor information in feed-

back control must be processed in real time, RT-Linux is

used as the computer OS.

The coordinate system of one leg of the robot is defined in

Fig. 3. For any leg, assuming position coordinates of a shoul-

der are rsi(xsi, ysi, zsi) and position coordinates of a sole are
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Fig. 3. Coordinate system of TITAN-VIII’s leg

rfi(xfi, yfi, zfi), joint angles, θ(θ0i, θ1i, θ2i) are obtained by
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zi = zfi − zsi + l3 (6)

Here, i denotes the leg number (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). With reference

to [6], l0, l1, and l2 are lengths of links. The ultrasonic sensor

and the force sensor are on the foot at l3, where l3 = 130

[mm].

Given the initial positions for soles and shoulders, joint an-

gles of legs including swing leg are obtained from Eq. (1).

Note, however, that the operation of each joint is 90.0 ≤
θ01 ≤ 245.0, −65.0 ≤ θ02 ≤ 90.0, 115.0 ≤ θ03 ≤ 270.0,

65.0 ≤ θ04 ≤ −90.0, −65.0 ≤ θ1i ≤ 65.0 and −65.0 ≤ θ2i ≤
90.0 in degrees. Actions should be determined to not exceed-

ing operational range.

3. DETERMINATION OF THE ORDER OF
SWING LEG FOR FREE GAIT

Since obstacle avoidance is taken into consideration, it is as-

sumed that the static walk is adopted as a basic walk and

the order of swing leg is determined. 24 kinds of the order

exist in a static walk of the quadruped robot. Althought 24

kinds of the order can be tried to implement whenever the

quadruped robot walks, in this research, the order of swing
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leg is determined by a three-layered NN shown in Fig. 4. In-

puts to the NN are assumed to be the robot’s body height

Zr(k), the amount of x- and y-directional movements of the

robot {∆Xr(k), ∆Y r(k)} and the turning angle of the robot

∆θr(k). Moreover, we prepare 24 units at the output, cor-

responing to 24 kinds of the order. The order of swing leg

fed to the quadruped robot uses the order of the unit whose

output value is closest to one among output units.

A radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) [7], known

as an NN that realizes various approximation functions, is

used in the control system. With an RBFNN, a nonlinear

function is expanded by any basis function having a circular

contour, and is used as function approximation or pattern

recognition. Unit functions at the hidden (or intermediate)

layer of RBFNNs are given by

φi(�) = exp

{
−‖ �(k) − �i ‖2

σ2
i

}
(7)

where φi denotes ith unit output at the hidden layer, design

parameters of RBF are center �i, and standard deviation σi

for each input. jth unit output at output layer oj is given

by

oj(k) =

m∑
i=1

wijφi(�) (8)

which can be computed by a linear summation of outputs of

the hidden layer. Here, the number of units at the hidden

layer is to be m = 50 and wij denotes the connection weight

between the ith hidden unit and the jth output unit.

4. ACQUISITION OF THE ORDER OF
SWING LEG

In a static walk of quadruped robot, since the amount of

movements of the body changes with the order of swing leg,

the robot produces different movable range for each order of

swing leg. For this reason, if the stability of static walk is

maintained by less movement of the body, then the movable

range of each leg becomes large; it can imsequently enlarge

the movable range of the robot.

For teacher signal used for this research, when the robot’s

body height Zr(k) was changed from 300 [mm] to 370 [mm],

the amount of x-directional movement of the robot ∆Xr(k)

is changed from −100 [mm] to 100 [mm], the amount of y-

directional movement of the robot ∆Y r(k) is changed from

150 [mm] to 350 [mm] and the turning angle of the robot

∆θr(k) is changed form −15 [degree] to 15 [degree], respec-

tively, the order of swing leg that movement of the robot’s

body is a minimum and the stability of static walk is satisfied

is set as one, and the other order is set to zero. Here, there

was 19 kinds of the order of swing leg that the amount of

movements of the robot’s body became the minimum. Note

however that when the amount of changes of Zr(k), ∆Xr(k),

∆Y r(k), and ∆θr(k) is fixed, the number of selections is

changed, depending on the order of swing leg. Therefore, the

amount of change of Zr(k), ∆Xr(k), ∆Y r(k), and ∆θr(k)

is enlarged for the case of high number of selections, whereas

the amount of change of movement is made small for the case

of low number of selections, and 20 data are prepared for each

order of swing leg. Moreover, it is assumed that initial leg

positions of quadruped robot are set to (xf1, yf1)=(−0.25,

0.3), (xf2, yf2)=(0.25, 0.25), (xf3, yf3)=(−0.25, −0.25), and

(xf4, yf4)=(0.25, −0.3) [m]. Here, the subscript number de-

notes the leg number.

In this research, the order of swing leg is determined us-

ing RBFNN. Connection weights of the NN and parameters

(center and standard deviations) of RBFs are optimized by a

GA [8] so that the relation between an input and an output

is satisfied. There is 19 kinds of the order of swing leg cho-

sen when changing Zr(k), ∆Xr(k), ∆Y r(k), and ∆θr(k),

respectively, and 20 data are perpared for each one. Here,

there is a total of 380 kinds of combination optimized by

using GA. The associated fitness function of an individual is

defined by

fitness =

n∑
i=1

(fitnessA + fitnessB) (9)

whose solution is searched for as a minimization problem.

n is the total of the combination in optimization. fitnessA

is an evaluation function only applied when a teacher signal

tsj is one, which is given by

fitnessA =
√

(oj − tsj)2
∣∣
j=j1

(10)

where j denotes any unit number of output layer and j1

denotes the unit number of tsj ≡ 1. Contrarily, fitnessB is

an evaluation function applied when a tsj is zero, which is

given by

fitnessB = errormax (11)

where errormax denotes the largest value in the difference of

oj and tsj , i.e., it is given by

errormax=
√

MAX{(o1−ts1)2,. . .,(oj−tsj)2,. . .,(o24−ts24)2} (12)

where j denotes the unit number 1 to 24 except for the case

of j1 denotes the unit number of tsj ≡ 1.

5. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE WITH
CONSIDERATION TO THE ORDER OF

SWING LEG
A block diagram of obstacle avoidance control system is

shown in Fig. 5. Robot actions, i.e., the amount of for-
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Fig. 6. Three layerd neural network for avoiding an obstacle

ward and sideway movements and the turning angle, are de-

termined by the upper NN, considering the position of the

destination, the robot leg, and obstacle dimensions. Further-

more, the order of swing leg is determined from the amount

of movements and the robot’s body height by using the lower

NN. In this research, in order to avoid an obstacle, a robot’s

amount of movements is determined using three-layered NN

shown in Fig. 6.

Inputs to the upper NN are assumed to be the position of

each sole {xf1(k), yf1(k)},. . ., {xf4(k), yf4(k)}, the robot’s

body height Zr(k), x-directional maximum and minimum

distances to an obstacle at right {xor max(k), xor min(k)}, the

y-directional maximum and minimum distances to the ob-

stacle at right {yor max(k), yor min(k)}, and the height of the

obstacle at right {zor max(k), zor min(k)}, the x-directional

maximum and minimum distances to the obstacle at left

{xol max(k), xolmin(k)}, the y-directional maximum and min-

x
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Fig. 7. Simulation environment
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Fig. 8. Coordinates of the robot’s legs and the obstacle

imum distances to the obstacle at left {yol max(k), yol min(k)},
and the height of the obstacle at left {zol max(k), zol min(k)};
x-directional distance error, i.e., distance between the COG

of the robot and destination xde(k), y-directional distance

error yde(k), and direction error, i.e., the direction between

the destination and forward direction of the robot θde(k).

Positions of each sole and obstacles are defined in the frame

whose origin is fixed to the body center. Outputs of the

NN are the amount of x- and y-directional movement of the

robot {∆Xr(k), ∆Y r(k)} and the turning angle of the robot

∆θr(k).

5.1. Simulated environment

The simulated environment is shown in Fig. 7, in which the

y-axis is set to the forward direction of the robot. The robot
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is assumed to start from point (0.0, 0.0, 0.3) [m] and approach

the goal, a circle having radius 0.2 [m], centered on the des-

tination point. The distance error to the destination point

given at the start time is set to (xde, yde)=(−0.15, 2.2) [m].

We assume that one obstacle exists at the robot’s right and

the other at the left. Coordinates of legs and the obstacle

are shown in Fig. 8. Positions of x- and y-directional coordi-

nates of two obstacles are at (xor1, yor1)=(0.1, 0.85), (xor2,

yor2)=(0.1, 0.65), (xor3, yor3)=(0.5, 0.66), (xor4, yor4)=(0.5,

0.85), (xol1, yol1)=(−0.5, 0.75), (xol2, yol2)=(−0.5, 0.55),

(xol3, yol3)=(−0.2, 0.65), and (xol4, yol4)=(−0.2, 0.85) [m],

together with z-directional coordinates at zor=0.12 and

zol=0.3 [m]. Here, although a robot can get over a right-side

obstacle, a left-side obstacle shall not be get over. Therfore,

the robot’s body height Zr(k) is adjusted and changed to

the height of the obstacle which can be get over.

5.2. When the order of swing leg is fixed

The movement path of the quadruped robot when fixing the

order of swing leg and avoiding an obstacle is shown in Fig. 9,

and the corresponding amount of movements of the robot’s

body Br is shown in Table 1. Here, the leg number used

as swing leg is assigned as the left foreleg to 1, right foreleg

to 2, left hind-leg to 3 and right hind-leg to 4, as shown in

Fig. 2. The robot’s body height changes as shown in Fig. 10.

Furthermore, it can be checked from Fig. 10 that both the

leg 2 and 4 were used for a getting over to the right-side

obstacle.

5.3. When all 24 kinds of the order are tried

The movement path of the quadruped robot, when trying all

24 kinds of the order and avoiding an obstacle, is shown in

Fig. 11, and the amount of movements of the robot’s body Br

is shown in Table 2. Here, the robot’s body height changes

with obstacles. For this reason, the robot’s body height

varies as shown in Fig. 10. Compared to the case where

the order of swing leg is fixed, it is found that the amount

of movements of the robot’s body is relatively small.

5.4. When the order of swing leg is determined by

RBFNN

After traing the lower RBFNN, the movement path of the

quadruped robot, determining the order of swing leg and

avoiding an obstacle, is shown in Fig. 12. The corresponding
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Fig. 10. Movement path of the leg 2 and 4

Table 1. The amount of movements of the robot’s body

when fixing the order of swing leg

∆Xr(k) ∆Y r(k) ∆θr(k) Zr(k) Br Order of

[mm] [mm] [degree] [mm] [mm] swing leg

22.026 237.002 0.809 300.0 418.090 4→2→3→1

43.958 217.174 −0.818 360.0 372.904 4→2→3→1

45.347 200.484 −0.639 360.0 354.896 4→2→3→1

32.227 189.676 1.413 360.0 362.871 4→2→3→1

12.261 186.691 4.182 360.0 390.217 4→2→3→1

−15.944 241.234 3.894 360.0 520.653 4→2→3→1

−17.443 240.270 4.289 360.0 528.034 4→2→3→1

−18.958 239.279 4.695 300.0 535.676 4→2→3→1

−20.522 238.245 5.122 300.0 543.786 4→2→3→1

−22.187 237.142 5.586 300.0 552.667 4→2→3→1

amount of movements of the robot’s body Br is shown in

Table 3. Note here that the robot’s body height is the same

as that shown in Fig. 10. Compared to the case where the

order of swing leg is fixed, it is observed that the amount of

movements of the robot’s body is small. However, compared

to the case where all 24 kinds of the order are tried, the

amount of movements of the body was slightly large.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the method of determining the order of

swing leg of free gait by an RBFNN whose inputs are the

quadruped robot’s amount of movements and the height of

the body has been proposed.

In the tuning of design parameters of the RBFNN, 20 data
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Table 2. The amount of movements of the robot’s body

when trying all 24 kinds of the order

∆Xr(k) ∆Y r(k) ∆θr(k) Zr(k) Br Order of

[mm] [mm] [degree] [mm] [mm] swing leg

22.026 237.002 0.809 300.0 417.078 2→4→3→1

43.958 217.174 −0.818 360.0 372.904 4→2→3→1

45.347 200.484 −0.639 360.0 354.896 4→2→3→1

32.227 189.676 1.413 360.0 362.871 4→2→3→1

12.261 186.691 4.182 360.0 389.931 2→4→3→1

−15.944 241.234 3.894 360.0 520.653 4→2→3→1

−17.443 240.270 4.289 360.0 528.034 4→2→3→1

−18.958 239.279 4.695 300.0 448.019 3→1→4→2

−20.522 238.245 5.122 300.0 446.065 3→1→4→2

−22.187 237.142 5.586 300.0 443.984 3→1→4→2

to which a robot’s amount of movements was changed are

prepared for each order of swing leg. This parameters were

optimized using GA so that the relation between an input

and an output is satisfied. As a result, compared to the

case where the order of swing leg is fixed, the amount of

movements of a robot’s body was small. However, compared

to the case where all 24 kinds of the order are tried, that of

a robot’s body was slightly large. It is attributed to the fact

that there was few data used for the study of the RBFNN.

In order to make the amount of movements of the robot’s

body much smaller, more data need to be used for the study

of RBFNN.

Moreover, robot actions, i.e., the amount of forward and

sideway movements and the turning angle, are determined

by an another RBFNN, whose inputs consist of the position

of the destination, the robot leg, and obstacle dimensions.

Note however that this RBFNN is built where the order of

swing leg is fixed. In the future, the mobility efficiency of the

robot will be improved by retraining the RBFNN using the

procedure which changes the order of swing leg as obtained

by this research.
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